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Metallic Thread Craft Bean Stitch

[EMB]

EMBROIDERY

The most popular decoration technique, 

embroidery uses thread and stitches to recreate a 

logo with dimension and detail. The skill of creating 

the ‘roadmap’ for the embroidery machine to 

follow is called digitizing and enhances the quality 

of the finished logo. With more than 40 years of 

experience, Vantage has earned its reputation 

as the best embroiderer in the customized logo 

apparel industry.

[NO MINIMUMS] 

Our Single-Piece Hub makes it efficient  

to embroider small orders on demand

[VOLUME CAPACITY] 

More than 1200 embroidery heads  

for fast fulfillment of any size order

[72-HOUR STANDARD SERVICE] 

With approved art on file

Customize your order with specialty threads or individual monogramming

Personalization
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Silver Metallic Silver Holographic Royal Holographic Red Holographic

Choose from 8 sequin embroidery colors

[SQ] 

SEQUIN EMBROIDERY

Add a little bling to your logo with sequin embroidery. 

This eye-catching specialty embroidery technique  

involves sewing individual sequin discs to a garment 

or cap with embroidery thread. One-color sequin 

can be used in a design in combination with multiple 

embroidery thread colors.   

[LOW MINIMUMS] 

New art orders and re-orders are just 12 pieces 

[EASY CARE] 

Unlike some bling, sequins are machine-washable and 

embroidered to stay on  

[MULTI-MEDIA OPTIONS]  

Use sequins alone or in combination  

with traditional embroidery  

Gold Metallic Semi-Clear Transparent Gold Holographic Iridescent Pearlized
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RedNavyBlack WhiteGreyRoyal

Orange ForestYellowBrown Pink

TWILL

APPLIQUÉ
TECH

APPLIQUÉ
GoldDark GreenNavy OrangePurpleWhiteBlack

Pink Grey Columbia Blue Berry Pink RoyalRedMaize

Kelly Vegas Gold Silver SparkleBurgundy Deep
Maroon

Camouflage Citron

[LA]
LASER APPLIQUÉ

We offer high-tech, laser cut appliqué embellishment 

that can be used to produce everything from classic 

lettering typically associated with schools and 

sport teams to fashionable logo designs in single 

or multiple layers. Laser decoration is an easy and 

visually exciting way to increase the value of branded 

apparel. When used strategically in full-chest  

sized designs, applique can even reduce  

overall logo run costs.  

[HIGH PERCEIVED VALUE] 

Applique embellishment turns a basic  

sweatshirt into a commemorative item

[MULTIMEDIA OPTIONS]

Try different fabrics in a multi-layer design,  

or combine with embroidery and/or laser etching

[TECH APPLIQUÉ]
This creative laser option uses tech appliqué fabric 

to outline lettering or simple logo designs. You can 

choose a matching or contrasting tackdown stitch 

color to create a variety of looks. Tech appliqué can 

also be used as an underlayer to another fabric 

 \to boost the logo and add dimension.

APPLIQUÉ
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Eggshell French BlueRedSilver GreyGold

Deep PurpleOrangeNavyBurgundy WhiteBlack RedNavyBlack White

Vegas Gold

Dark Heather Grey

Deep Maroon

Light Royal

Purple SandOrange Pink

[RA]  

REVERSE APPLIQUÉ
To achieve this fashion look, we use the laser machine 

to cut through the garment surface, revealing a layer 

of appliqué placed below.  

For best results, we recommend this technique on our 

fleece garments using cotton rib. 

[UNIQUE EMBELLISHMENT]
Design something totally unexpected with this 

specialty applique technique    

[PRE-DESIGNED FONTS]

If your logo font is not ideal for this technique, we’ll 

recommend one of our pre-designed font layouts 

[MULTIMEDIA OPTIONS]

Combine reverse appliqué with traditional 

embroidery and/or standard laser appliqué  

[TP]  

LASER TECH PATCHES
This technique produces an upscale branding option 

typically used for our jackets and pullovers.  The 

logo is etched on the tech fabric, which is then sewn 

directly on the garment. Logos have a tonal mark on 

the patch. 

[SMALL DETAILS]

Using our laser, we can achieve details as fine as 

.3mm  

[COMPLEMENT YOUR LOGO]

Patches are available in 11 stock colors and can be 

designed in a variety of simple shapes 

FELT

APPLIQUÉ
COTTON RIB

APPLIQUÉ
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Combine laser etch with appliqué  

and/or embroidery to achieve a multi-media effect

 [LE]

LASER ETCHING

This tonal decoration process uses laser technology 

to ‘etch’ or ‘burn’ a mark on the fabric surface 

to create a logo design. The end result differs by 

fabric, but is always a precise, clean mark that offers 

a unique, upscale look. Laser etching is best on 

medium-shade, smooth fabrics. 

[NO MINIMUMS ]

Laser etch any size order starting at just one piece 

[EASY TO QUOTE] 
Pricing is the same for any logo up to 36” inches 

[UNIQUE PLACEMENT ZONES]  
Etching allows your logo to go over zippers, pockets 

and seams   

[MULTIMEDIA OPTIONS]

For more visual impact, combine with traditional 

embroidery and/or laser appliqué   
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Achieve Detail 3M™ Silver Reflective Spot Color

[HT]

HEAT TRANSFERS

Printed heat transfers provide a weightless 

decoration option for performance garments and 

lighter weight fabrics.  Since transfers can be printed 

ahead and applied in smaller runs, they provide an 

economical solution for program business requiring 

complex, colorful logos.     

[BORDERLESS PRINTING]

Our transfers achieve small details and crisp text 

without clunky borders

[LOW MINIMUMS] 

Printed transfers are perfect for smaller runs where 

screen printing would be cost prohibitive  

[DMT]

DIE-MOLD TRANSFERS

An upscale option for adding texture and dimension 

to brand logos, die-mold transfers are great on 

performance garments or for larger logos with lots of 

detail. Minimum 300 pieces.

PANTONE® MATCHING

EXQUISITE DETAIL

WASH TESTED 

We offer spot-color and ref lective heat transfers
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[SP]

SCREEN PRINTING

Arguably one of the most affordable ways to get  

a message to the masses, screen printing involves 

running inks through a fine mesh screen to create  

a design. Multiple screens are used to apply one color 

at a time. 

[SCREEN PRINT METHODS]

Spot Color • Spot Color with Distress 

4-Color Process • Simulated 4-Color Process • Neon 

Crystallina • Tonal Printing • Vintage Soft Hand

[EVENTS & HOT MARKETS]

We specialize in high-volume capacity  

and quick deliveries

[PRINT ON PERFORMANCE GARMENTS]

Quality printing on polyester and synthetic fabrics  

[CPSIA COMPLIANT]    

We apply tracking labels for youth garments 

WHICH TECHNIQUE IS BEST FOR YOUR LOGO?

Spot-color printing allows for PMS color matching and is best for achieving a clear, vibrant print. Distressed 

printing is achieved through the use of an art filter and offers good color with a slightly broken-in, aged look. 

Vintage soft-hand produces prints with a washed-down appearance and vintage quality. Exact color matching 

cannot be achieved with vintage soft-hand, and print colors will vary based on garment color. 
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[DP]

HI-DEF 
DIGITAL PRINTING 
This direct-to-garment process is a fast 

and affordable solution for printing 

low quantity runs and single piece 

t-shirts on demand. State-of-the-art 

equipment produces vibrant prints with 

unprecedented quality.  

[NO MINIMUMS]

Drop-ship just one piece. Ask about 24-

hour service for programs. 

[UNLIMITED COLORS]

Pricing is based simply on design size, 

small or large, so logos with high color 

counts or complex photorealistic images 

stay in budget. 

[ECO-FRIENDLY]

Designs are printed with eco-friendly, 

water-based inks. 

Get vibrant prints and crisp detail on white, black, and colors

Digital printing is only available on styles 0290, 0291, and NLEV3600. See pgs. 96 & 97.
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VARSITY "ADDITION" 

Design a special edition fleece by adding varsity 

stripes at the sleeve. For an upscale modern prep 

look, we recommend using our Premium Cotton 

Fleece Collection on pages 68-69. Double-stripe 

design can be selected in one color from our stock 

color options shown here.

Stripe Colors (100% poly grosgrain): White, Natural,  
Deep Maroon, Vegas Gold, Orange, Red, Purple,  

Royal, Berry Pink, Black, Navy 
Minimum: 24 pieces

Add $10.00 per garment for single sleeve placement. 
Add $20.00 per garment for double sleeve placement. 

PUR BPK WHTPNK

BLK BLKWHSPG

CLBNVY ROY

RED GLDDMR ORG VGS DFRCIT

RE-CORD IT 

Customize our basic fleece styles with your corporate logo colors 

by adding a contrasting Cord-inate drawstring pull. Choose from 

17 stock Cord-inate colors and match your drawstring color to 

your embroidered, screen printed or applique embellishment for an 

exciting custom look!

Style Reference: DRAW CORD
100% polyester, 54” braided cord with tipping. 
Cord Colors: Deep Maroon (DMR), Red (RED), Orange (ORG), Gold (GLD), Vegas Gold 
(VGS), Citron (CIT), Dark Forest (DFR), Navy (NVY), Royal (ROY), Carolina Blue (CLB), 
Purple (PUR),  Berry Pink (BPK), Pink (PNK), White (WHT), Sport Grey (SPG), Black 
(BLK), Black/White Checker (BLKWH)
Minimum: 24 Pieces
Price  $2.00 per cord

DMR VGSWHT NAT ORG

RED ROYPUR BPK BLK NVY
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Available on:  Items labeled for HT deco 
Minimum: 24 pieces  |  PRICE $2.00 per garment

1107 custom 3293 custom

TURN A LONG-SLEEVE GARMENT 
INTO A SHORT-SLEEVE VERSION

Shorten-a-sleeve service available on most pullover fleece  

hoodies and button-down shirts (Eagle and POLO excluded).
Minimum: 24 pieces, per style/color  |  PRICE $4.00 per garment

3M™ SILVER  
REFLECTIVE 
RUNNING BAR  
A fashionable and functional addition 

to safety and performance wear, 

reflective transfers will brightly 

reflect vehicle headlights. 

CONTRACT DECORATION   
Did you know you can get our award-winning 

decoration on products and brands we don’t carry in 

our in-stock collection? We operate three contract 

decoration facilities across the US, and have 

established shipping arrangements with many of the 

industry’s blank apparel providers.  

Decoration pricing for 3rd-party supplied goods 

is different than what’s provided in this catalog. 

Contact your sales representative for more info. 
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HEAT SEAL TRANSFERS FOR TAGLESS ITEMS

Private label heat seal transfers are a great option for 

customizing our tagless garments. Promote your own brand 

without losing the comfort benefit of tagless labeling. 

Minimum order is only 72 labels with a low 12-piece 

minimum to apply.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

with easy in-house custom options

As a vertical manufacturer, we have the capability to customize stock products to create a 
designed-just-for-you look. In many cases, minimums are just 24 pieces! 

PRINTED LABELS FOR TEES 

Pad printed labels are an economic way to create tagless 

private labels for your t-shirt orders. Labels can be printed in 

one or two colors, using black, grey or white ink. Minimum 

order is 600 pieces.

PRIVATE LABEL OPTIONS

Create a collection or get extra brand exposure with your unique private label. We offer 
several options to private label our apparel.

WOVEN LABELS

Custom woven neck labels can be developed for a 

1000-piece minimum label order and a low 24-piece 

minimum to apply. We will inventory your extra labels for 

future orders.
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EXTERNAL WOVEN LABELS 

Reproduce logos with the smallest of details with retail-inspired 

external woven labels.  Available in a variety of die-cut and tab 

shapes for your chest, hem, back yoke or cuff placements.  

300 piece minimum, apply as few as 24 at a time.

CUSTOM ADD-ONS

CUSTOM ZIPPER PULLS

Rubber molded zipper pulls create value-added 

branding for your jacket and pullovers. 1000 piece 

minimum, apply as few as 24 at a time.

CAP & TEE COMBO PACKS

Combine our caps and t-shirts to create a variety of unique 

combo packs. Choose from blank or Vantage-branded bands in 

two colors, blue with white text or white with blue text.
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RELIABLE SOURCING

for custom garments  
and high-volume orders

PICK YOUR COLORS!

• Unique combinations and Pantone® matching

• Custom fabrics and prints 
• Specialized items and sizes
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CUSTOM COLOR & 

FABRIC BLOCKING

CUSTOM UNIFORM 

PROGRAMS

ü Low order minimums and on-time delivery 
ü Factory relationships based on experience and reliability
ü Established quality assurance and socially-compliant  
   supply chain 

ü Minimized product and financial risk 

COMMITTED TO  

SOCIAL COMPLIANCE

We limit our partnerships to factories 

that comply with WRAP, FLA, SA8000 or 

other social accountability standards as 

certified by major US retailers or recognized 

independent audit/inspection companies. 

Each factory is assessed for social 

accountability and deemed in compliance 

with our Code Of Conduct. 

CUSTOM DETAILS & 

DECORATION
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SIZING

INFORMATION

SIZES TO FIT EVERY PROGRAM! 
We understand that your program or event won’t be successful if you can’t get the sizes you need. That’s why we offer a wide range of 
sizes for both men and women in every style. Our XS-3XL sizing for most styles allows you to purchase many of our garments for unisex 
wear. In our women’s collection, we also offer an extensive size scale of XS-3XL to fit a broader range of women. The measurement 
guidelines featured here will help you verify your customer's size requirements. 

HOW TO FIGURE YOUR FIGURE...
We recommend that you refer to the size scales below to best determine the sizes you need to order. These are not garment 
measurements, but rather body measurements that should be used to establish which size will fit you best. Our scales and overall fit 
closely resemble those found in the general retail market. Samples are available in all styles and sizes. We can also provide garment size 
specifications on request.

MEN’S

Vantage, Vansport™ Sizing: To determine your size, follow these simple instructions: 

Neck - Measure around the base of the neck.

Chest - Measure at the fullest part of the chest, under the armpits and over the shoulder blades, keeping the tape mea-
sure firm and level.

Sleeve - Bend elbow slightly. Measure from center back of neck across shoulder, over the slightly bent elbow and down 
to the wrist.

Waist - Measure around the narrowest part of your waist.

Tall Sizes - Vantage adds 2” to body length, 1” to short-sleeve length and 1½” to long-sleeve length to Large, X-Large, 2X-Large, 
3X-Large, 4X-Large and 5X-Large measurements.

XS SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 4XL 6XL

Neck 15 15.5 16 16.5 17.5 18.5 19.5 20.5 21.5 22.5

Chest 30-32 34-36 38-40 42-44 46-48 50-52 54-56 58-60 62-64 66-68

Sleeve 31.5 32.5 33.5 34.5 35.5 36.5 37.5 38.5 39.5 40

WOMEN’S

XS SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL

Size 0-2 4-6 8-10 12-14 16-18 20-22 24-26

Bust 32-33 34-35 36-37.5 38.5-40.5 41.5-44.5 46-48.5 50-52.5

Waist 24-25 26-27 28-30 31-34 35-38 39-42 43-46

Hip 34-35 36-37 38-39 40.5-42.5 44-46.5 48-50.5 52-54.5

Vantage, Vansport™ Sizing: To determine your size, follow these simple instructions: 

Bust/Chest - Measure around the chest at the fullest point of the bust.

Waist - Measure around the narrowest part of your waist.

Hip/Seat - Measure around the fullest point of your seat while standing.

Many of our products have unisex appeal so we’ve sized them to better fit both sexes.  
Refer to the size scale above when buying one style for both men and women.

Men’s XS SM MD LG XL 2XL

Women’s SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL

UNISEX
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SIZING

INFORMATION

Retail Brands

Garment sizing is unique to each brand and silhouette. In order to make the best sizing 

decisions for your customer, refer to the size charts below, which have been compiled 

through sizing and specification information from each brand as well as on-body fittings to 

assess how each brand's sizing compares to Vantage’s fit. 

GILDAN XS SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL

Men’s (Size) 34-36 38-40 42-44 46-48 50-52 54-56

Woman’s (Size) 4-6 8-10 12-14 16-18 20-22 24-26

Youth (Size) 6-8 10-12 14-16 18-20

Gildan men’s and women’s sizing is comparable to Vantage sizing. Styles GILD6400/6400L have a smaller fit. Check 
online for specific product specs.

NON-VANTAGE RETAIL BRAND ADVISORY: Slight variations in color, detailing and design of non-Vantage branded product is out of our direct control. 
Changes made by the branded supplier are not considered the responsibility of Vantage Apparel.

Greg Norman men’s polo sizing is slightly larger than Vantage men’s polo sizing. Other Greg Norman men’s  
and women’s product sizing is comparable to Vantage sizing.

GREG NORMAN SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

Men’s (Chest) 38-40 40-42 42-44 44-46 46-48 48-50 50-52

Men’s (Sleeve) 32½-33 33½-34 34½-35 35½-36 36½-37 37½-38 38½-39

Men’s (Neck) 14-14½ 15-15½ 16-16½ 16½-17  17-17½ 17½-18 18½-19

GREG NORMAN SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL

Men’s (Size) 4-6 8-10 12-14 16 20 24

Men’s (Bust) 34-35 36-37 38½-39½ 41-43 44-45 46-47

Men’s (Waist) 27-28 29-30 31-33 34-36 37-39 40-42

Men’s (Hip) 36½-37½ 38½-39½ 41-42 43-45 46-47 48-49

SM MD LG XL SXL 3XL

Men’s (Neck) 16 13-3/4 17-1/2 18-1/4 19 19-3/4

Men’s (Chest) 36/38 39/41 40/42 44/46 48/50 52/54

Men’s (Sleeve) 34/35 35/36 35/36 36/37 37/38 38/39

Men’s (Bust) 30/32 33/35 36/38 39/41 42/44 45/47

WOMEN’S SIZES - POLO GOLF

XS S M L XL

Chest 33” 34”-35” 36”-37” 38½”-40” 42½”

Waist 26” 27”-28” 29”-30” 32½”-33” 34½”

HIP 36” 37”-38” 39”-40” 42½”-43” 44½”

MEN’S SIZES - POLO RALPH LAUREN & POLO GOLF

S M L XL XXL

Chest 34"- 36" 38"- 40" 42"- 44" 46"-4 8" 50"- 52"

Neck 14"-14½" 15"-15½" 16"-16½" 17"-17½" 18"-18½"

Sleeve 32"-33" 33"-34" 34"-35" 35"-36" 36"-37"

Waist 28"-30" 31"-34" 35"-38" 40"-42" 43"-45"

Our golf clothing is designed for a relaxed fit for performance-enhancing freedom of movement. Sizing based on body measurements.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Big  (Includes sizing to 5XL) 

8060 Vansport Planet Polo p.  13
2475 Vansport Pro Horizon Polo p. 15
1885 Vansport Pro Ventura Polo p. 16
1880 Vansport Pro Maui Polo p. 17
2495 Vansport Pro Riviera Polo p. 20
2460 Vansport Pro Signature Polo p. 20
2470 Vansport Pro Boca Polo p. 21
2465 Vansport Pro Banner Polo p. 23
2300 Perfect Polo  p. 32 
2102 Long Sleeve Soft-Blend Double-Tuck Pique Polo p. 33
8065 Vansport Eureka Shirt p.  34
2320 Cambridge Henley p. 35
3450 Vansport Zen Pullover p. 48
3405 Vansport Mesh 1/4-Zip Tech Pullover       p. 50
8062 Vansport Trek Hoodie p. 54
3120 Baja Hoodie p.  56
3283 Premium Cotton Blocked Hoodie p. 59
GILD1850 Gildan® Heavy Blend™ Sweatshirt p. 62
3275 Brushed-Back Micro-Fleece Full-Zip Jacket p. 65
3340 Street Hoodie p. 67
3180 Denali Jacket p. 68
3135 Mesa Vest                                                                    p.   70

3140 Mesa Jacket                                                                p.   71

3305 Summit Sweater Fleece Jacket p. 73
3307 Summit Sweater Fleece Vest p. 73
7340 Boulder Shirt Jacket p.  75
7370 Newport Jacket p.   76 
7162 Club Jacket p.  79
7355 Turin Jacket p.  80
6105 Pullover Stretch Anorak p. 81
3310 Yukon Jacket p.  86
7322 Everett Jacket p.  87
7360 K2 Jacket                                                                   p.   88

GILD2000 Gildan® Ultra Cotton T-Shirt p. 94

Big & Tall (Includes sizing to 5XL & LGT, XLT and 2XT)

2600 Vansport Omega Solid Mesh Tech Polo p.  8 
2602 Vansport Omega Long Sleeve Solid Polo  p. 9
2000 Vansport Marco Polo                                                p.    10
2100 Soft-Blend Double-Tuck Pique Polo p. 33
1977 Hudson Denim Shirt p. 36
1107 Easy-Care Gingham Shirt p. 37
1205 Wicked Woven p. 38
1250 Vansport Sandhill Shirt p. 39
1840 Eagle No-Iron Pinpoint Shirt (Tall only) p. 40
7070 Full-Zip Lightweight Hooded Jacket p. 78

FABRIC WEIGHT
Vantage fabric weight is described in oz./sq. yd., meaning the weight of 1 yard of 36” wide cloth. Be aware that fabric weight described in oz./linear yd. has no 
specific relationship to the weight of the goods if the fabric width is unknown. Our weights have been rounded to the nearest ¼ oz., with a standard industry 
tolerance of +/- 5%. To establish approximate grams/sq meter, multiply oz./sq. yd by 34. Vantage’s #2600 at 4½ oz./sq. yd is about 155 gsm.

UV PROTECTION
All Vansport™ items labeled with UV Protection have a UPF rating of 25+ (very good) to 50+ (excellent). The level of UV blocking will vary by garment color.

COLOR 

Due to variations in photography light, garment colors in this catalog may not be exact. Samples and fabric swatches are available.

TRADEMARK ADVISORY 
Logos pictured in this catalog are for presentation purposes only and do not imply an endorsement from the company or brands. Use or sale of these logos is limited to 
parties authorized by the owner of the design.

BIG & TALL - Now offering more styles up to 5XL!
Throughout our catalog, you’ll find many options in Big & Tall sizing for men. In fact, most of our woven shirt collection includes Big & Tall sizing for our men’s 
styles. Below is an easy reference to styles that are available in Big & Tall sizing. See pages 132-133 for size charts.

OMEGA UP TO 6XL AND 5XT

in top-selling colors. 

Style 2600 Black, Grey, Royal, White, Navy, Purple & Orange, see page 8.


